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When Alexander answered the phone, Lily was close enough to hear what was being said even though 
he did not use the loudspeaker. It was a Call from the headquarters of the La Beaute Group. 
 
Asurge in refund requests came in at the company's mall outlets in the past three days. It did not matter 
if the item was brand new, secondhand, or had been bought long ago, as customers still brought in their 
complaints about it. 
 
Management at the malls has warned La Beaute Group that if the issue was not fixed soon, the stores 
would be shut down. 
 
“Are you serious? Why do you need to consult me about issues like this? Is the PR team that useless?” 
Alexander replied coldly. It was not because Alexander did not know what to do but because La Beaute 
Group was a vast global corporation in which everyone had a role. This issue was a nightmare for the 
public relations team, so they were the ones who had to deal with it. 
 
If they called the director for every occurrence, he would be unable to delegate his job properly and 
would be burnt out very soon. Though Alexander did not sound angry over the phone, it was evident 
that his tone was cold. 
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She asked suddenly. Alexander was taken aback by her question as Lily explained, “I meant to the press 
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